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Measured pressure exerted by a fine soil on a diaphragm wall underconstruction I
L. Delattre.
Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées, Paris, France

V. Duca.
Spie Fondations, Cergy-Pontoise, France

Pressure exerted by soil on a diaphragm wall panel under construction has been measured. The diaphragm
wall panel is part of'an underpass road structure built in the city of Rouen in the vicinity of the Seine River.
Soils are recent deposits constituted mainly by silts and clays overlying gravel and marls. Pressure exerted by
the soil was monitored using total pressure cells installed on the reinforcement cage and jacked out -against
trench wall after introducing the cage in the trench. Pressure was measured before, during and after concreting
the panel, until the ground was excavated to the underpass pavement level. Thus, the paper presents measured
pressure exerted on the trench walls by bentonite and by wet concrete. Decrease of earth pressure during
hardening' of concrete and pore pressure dissipation, until excavation stage, is then presented. The incidence
of the construction of an adjacent panel and of cutting back the bentonite-polluted top of panel is also
described. Eventually, these pressures are compared to models used to evaluate wet concrete pressure and
initial pressure of ground on diaphragm walls. `
1 INTRODUCTION

The prediction of the mechanical behaviour of
retaining walls depends essentially on the loads
applied by the soil on the wall at the different 'stages
of construction. For diaphragm walls, the stress
distribution applied to the structure undergoes
considerable changes along the construction
sequence: excavation under bentonite, concreting
under ben-tonite and hardening of concrete.
Unfortunately, only few data are available to serve
as a basis to develop models necessary to wall
design.

After presenting available data and models, this
paper analyses the, horizontal earth pressure
measurements performed by the Laboratoire Central
des Ponts et Chaussées (LCPC) on _a diaphragm wall
cast under bentonite. In particular, the measurements
performed during the concreting of the instrumented
panel, during the hardening of the concrete and
during the concreting of an adjacent panel are
presented.

2 STRESSES DISTRIBUTION ON DIAPHRAGM
WALLS PANELS UNDER CONSTRUCTION

2.1 Soil-concrete pressures during concreting
under bentonite

Based on the extensive research results for the
evaluation of lateral pressure exerted by wet
concrete on vertical forrnwork in air and under
water, Lings et al. (1994) proposed a semi-empirical

bi-linear model to express the soil-concrete interface
pressures during the concreting of the diaphragm
wall panels under bentonite.

In this model, the earth pressure distribution at
the end of concreting is govemed by a critical depth
hc, : for depths z below concrete level smaller than
h¢,, the interface pressure distribution increases
proportionally to the hydro-static bentonite pressure;
for depths z greater than ha, the slope is smaller:

U ( ) YCZ for z S hc,Z = ,
h ,ybz + (ye _ lyb )hcr for Z > hcr

where YC and yt, denote concrete and bentonite
specific weights.

Lings et al. proceeded to the verification of their
theoretical model on the experimental results
obtained for three case records: Lion Yard site
(Lings et al. 1994), Telefonhuset (Di Biaggio &
Roti, 1972), and Seville subway (Uriel & Oteo,
1977). The critical depth was found to be a little less
than one-third of the full depth of the wall and the
bilinear model was found pertinent for all three case
records.

This model was considered acceptable to describe
the soil-concrete interface horizontal pressures.
However, the authors noted that “there is an urgent
need for more case records to supplement the
information [...]. A full record should be made of
bentonite levels and density, as well as concrete mix
details, rate of placing and placing temperature.”
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2.2 Soil-concrete pressures after concreting

Only few case histories are available to investigate
the rate of variation of the soil-concrete interface
pressures during the hardening of the concrete in the
diaphragm wall (Di Biaggio & Roti, 1972; Marchal
& Ursat, 1972; Uriel & Oteo, 1977; Josseaume &
Stenne, 1979; Blivet et al., 1981; Lings et al. 1994;
Rodatz et al., 1994). It is generally admitted that the
interface pressure decreases during the hardening of
the concrete.

The rate of this decrease depends on numerous
factors (time, temperature, soil and concrete
characteristics, etc.) and no model is available to
describe the variatibn of the earth pressures exerted
on the wall during the- hardening of the concrete.

3 MONITORING PROGRAM

3.1 Pasteur underpass

The analysed diaphragm wall is a lateral retaining
wall of ‘Pasteur underpass road built in years 2000
and 2001 in the city of Rouen. Pasteur underpass is
located on the north bank of the River Seine, along
Gaston Boulet berth, at the crossroad of Bd.
Boisguilbert and Pasteur Street.

The structure is made of two 320 m long
diaphragm walls and a covering slab in the central
160m-section. Ground excavation level is_ 6.50 m

deep under the covered part. This depth is
progressively reduced towards east and west to get
back to ground level. Diaphragm walls are 0.80m
thick and 16 m deep in the central part. These
dimensions are reduced to 0.60 in -thickness and,

progressively, to 5°.\m in depth in the extremities of
the underpass.

The road pavement is built on a concrete slab
placed at excavation level. The thickness varies from
0.45 m to 0.70 m.

3.2 Geotechnical conditions

The site is mainly constituted by soft deposits,
covered by 2 meters of sandy and silty man-made
ground. Soft deposits are organic silty clay on the
upper part (5 m thick), and sandy and clayey silt on
the lower part (6 m thick). A two meter thick sandy
and silty gravel layer underlies these soft deposits.
The substratum is located approximately 15 m under
ground level. It is constituted by marls. Geotechnical
properties of the soils considered for design are
given in Table 1. Water table is encountered
approximately 2 meters below ground level and
varies with water level in the Seine River.

Table 1. Geotechnical properties of the ground.

Y 3 ‘P C Cu
(kN/m) (degrees) (kPa) (kPa) _27 10 5? `Sandy fill 20,5 _

Organic silty clay 16 20 0 21
Sandy and clayey silt 19,5 25 0 40
Sandy and silty gravel 22 35 0 0Marls 22 25 100 300

3.3 Measurement devices

Measurement devices consist in six total eanh
pressure cells. Four of them, S10 to SI3, are Slope
Indicator VW .lack-Out Total Pressure Cells whereas
K2 and K5 denote Kyowa BE-5kF Total Pressure
Cells. Their characteristics are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Characteristics of total pressure cells. _
Kyowa Slope Indicator _
BE-5kF VW J ack out Cell

Measurement range\(kPa) 0-490 0-690 T
Transducer ` Gages Vibrating wire
Temperature Device None RTDPrinciple Indirect IndirectThickness (mm) 25 11Diameter (mm) 200 230
Active surface diameter (mm) 169 230

The earth pressure cells were set at the interface
of a diaphragm wall panel and ground at four
different levels (Figure 1). Four cells were set on the
active side of the wall and two on the passive side of
the wall. The equipped panel was 16.5 m high, 0.80
m thick and 9.30 m wide and the cells were located

at a distance of 1 m of the further panel.

lacks were used to set the cells at their position
(Figure 2). Cells were first fixed with screws (K2
and K5) or with glue (SIO to SI3) to metallic plates.
These plates were designed to separate the cells
from the concrete and were completed with lateral
rings in order to avoid lateral penetration of fluid
concrete and, next, lateral pressure of hard concrete
on the cells. Plates were bolted to jacks which were
fixed to the reinforcement cage.

The reinforcement cage was equipped with cells
and then set in the trench. The lower part of the
trench was filled with concrete, to prevent further
movement of the cage, before the cells were jacked
out to the ground contact. The pressure applied in
the jacks was such that the pressure exerted on the
ground by the cells did not exceed 150 % of the
pressure exerted by the bentonite at the same level.
This low-pressure level was chosen considering the
poor characteristics of the ground. The trench was
then filled with -concrete and the pressure in the
jacks was progressively reduced to the hydrostatic
pressure of water contained in the pipes (pressure
was reduced to zero at the top of the trench).
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Figure 1. Position of the earth pressure cells.
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Figure 2. J ack out device.

3.4 Monitoring program

The pressure applied by the ground on the cells was
monitored before and during concreting. The
pressure was monitored at different stages after
concreting during 68 days as concrete was hardening
and soil consolidating. Pressure was finally
measured during and after the excavation of the
underpass ; these latter results are not presented.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Temperature was measured with RTD devices
equipping Slope Indicator Pressure Cells and
measured pressures were corrected using
temperature correcting factors obtained from
previous laboratory tests. Contact pressure on the
cell-earth' interface applied by the jacks where
deduced from measured pressure in the hydraulic
pipes and deducted from measured earth pressure.

4.1 Bentonite pressure

Bentonite pressure in the trench was measured by
means of the earth pressure cells before these were
jacked out against trench walls (Figure 3a). It was
found that measured values corresponded to a mean
specific weight of bentonite equal to 11,7 kN/m
while the measured specific weight was equal to
11,6 kN/m3 for clean bentonite introduced in the
trench. Such good results are normal as cells are
known to give accurate results in afluid.

After being jacked out' against the trench walls,
earth pressure cells measured the reaction of the
ground against the action of both bentonite pressure
acting at the rear face of the cells and the jacking
forces. Jacking pressures at the soil-cells interfaces
were subtracted from the measured values of earth

pressure in order to obtain only the effect of
bentonite pressure (Figure 3b). This indirect
measurement of bentonite pressure on the trench
walls agreed fairly well with estimated values of
bentonite hydrostatic pressure. This result has to be
emphasised, as measured earth pressure can suffer
some over or underestimation.

3

4.2 Wet concrete pressure during concreting

Filling with concrete the 16.5 m high, 0.80 m thick
and 9.30 m wide trench took 5 hours. Measured
values for four different levels .of concrete in the
trench are presented on Figure 4. These measured
values represent the measured reaction of the soil to
the wet concrete pressure applied at the rear face ofthe cells. h

Hydrostatic pressure of bentonite, for the upper
part of the trench, and bilinear model given by Lings
et al. (1994) for wet concrete pressure are also
presented on Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows that measured pressure remains
equal to hydrostatic pressure of bentonite as long as
wet concrete level is below measurement level.
When wet concrete level first reaches and then
exceeds measurement level, measured values first
increase up to a maximal value and then remains
constant as wet concrete level still rises.
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Pressure (kPa) Pressure (kPa) Pressure (kPa) Pressure (kPa)
-150 0 '150 -150 0 150 450 '0 150 -150 0 1500 0 _E 2 E 25 55 5“5 4 “5 4.53 if3 32 5 2 6B 8 ~,-E 1 E3 gl o oP 8 aO O O O10 - ~ 10 (5) g (5). (2)  09)O Measured values 0
-- Hydrostatic pressure -of bentonite

Figure 3._ Bentonite pressure._ a) Pressure measured before A
jacking out the cells against the ground. b) Total pressure §, 2
applied by the ground on the cells after jacking the cells against .Sthe ground. g

ig 4
In the upper part of the concrete column, the §

pressure is the sum of the weight of the bentonite § 6
_above concrete and of a hydrostatic pressure of wet 2
concrete. For depths greater than a critical height of -.E

concrete however, pressure does not increase any 3 8
more, which is consistent_ with the model proposed
b Lin s et al.y g » 5 , _ O O O

In the present case, the C1°1I1C2l herght of concrete 10 _
has been found equal to 3.50 m. This value is lower
than thevalue giveniby Lings et al. (1994), which is (C) (d)

O Measured values iLing's modelequal to one third of total height of the panel (5m).

4.3 Temperature increase of concrete

Concrete temperature was measured during and after
concreting (Figure 5) with 4 RTD devices
incorporated in the 4 Slope Indicator Cells.
Considering the location of the earth pressure cells,
measured values of the temperature correspond to
the soil-concrete interface temperature. Given the
high thermal conductivity of the metallic jack
crossing the panel (Figure 2), measured temperature
can be assumed to be close to the temperature in the
central part of the panel.

Figure 4. Calculated and measured bentonite and concrete
pressure for different concrete levels : 6.95 m (a), 3.80 m (b),
2.30 m (c) and 0 m (d) below the top of the trench.

Maximal value of the temperature was obtained
42 hours (1.75 days) after the end of concreting and
exceeded 37 °C. The decrease of temperature was
then quite linear with time logarithm, until day 11,
and can be expressed by:

T=41 _ 15.5 Logt

where the time t is expressed in days.

The construction of the adjacent panel took place
on day 12 and caused a slight rise of the measured
temperature. No measures are available between
days 12 and 21, and the maximal value was not



measured, but on day 21, nine days after concreting
of the adjacent panel, temperature was still higher
than on day 12, before concreting. Due to the higher
temperature in the adjacent panel, decrease in
temperature is slower after day 21 as before day 12.

The execution of the slab (day 98) caused similar
effect as the construction of the adjacent panel : a
slight elevation of temperature followed by a lower
value of cooling rate.

Finally, the initial- value of temperature, which is
17.5°C, was reached again for the last measured

value (on day 217);

4,4 Total earth pressure decrease withlime

The measured total earth pressure changed slightly
during the 4 hours which followed the end of
concreting, resulting in a _maximal wet concrete
pressure slightly higher than those measured
immediately after concreting (Figure 7).

The evolution of the measured values of earth

pressure between the end' of concreting (day 0) and
the end of excavation of the underpass (day 69), are
shown on Figure 6 : measured earth pressures are
plotted against the logarithm of time.

The figure shows a regular decrease for cells
located at the lower part of the diaphragm wall (SI1
to SI3), and a more irregular decrease for cells
located in the upper part of the diaphragm wall (K2
and K5). This difference can be explained by the
fact that the upper cells reflect changes of water
table level in sandy fills, in connection with water
level variations of the Seine River. They also take
into account loads applied at ground surface (site
cranes and lorries). Qell S10 decrease has been found
to be faster than those measured for cells S11 to SI3

located nearby. No explanation _for this difference
was found, save the possibility that cell SIO may be
defective.

The decrease of earth pressure was temporarily
interrupted when the adjacent panel was built, and
then when the upper part of panels, made of concrete
polluted by bentonite, was destroyed.

Cells are located at one meter only of the
extremity of diaphragm wall panel. The construction
of the adjacent panel caused first an increase of
measured pressure, when the adjacent panel was
excavated (day 11), then a decrease of measured
pressure, when the adjacent panel was concreted
(day 12). The increase of measured pressure was
limited to 4 percent of existing pressure, the
maximal increase, equal to 5 kPa, being found for
cell SI3. Decrease due to concreting of the adjacent

panel seems to be slightly more important 'than
increase due to' excavation and, as a consequence,
pressure measured after concreting seems to be a
little lower than pressure assumed without
construction of the adjacent panel. After two days
(day 14) no significant effect of adjacent panel
construction can be measured.

40
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Figure 5. Average values of measured temperature (cells SIO to
SI3).
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Figure 6. Total earth pressure decrease after concreting.

Cutting back the top of the panel (day 29) caused
a new increase of total earth pressure measured with
cells SIO to SI3 and K2. This increase is due to the

vibrations of the diaphragm wall, induced by
hydraulic hammer used to break the concrete,
generating pore pressure in the ground. Some days



after the end of breaking top of the wall (day 35),
excess pressure was completely dissipated.

4.5 - “Long term” pressure on diaphragm wall

Excavation of the underpass occurred on day 69
after concreting the panel. Figure 7 shows maximal
earth pressure measured immediately after
concreting and earth pressures measured day 68 just
before excavating the underpass. Significant
decrease of pressure -occurred during these 68 days.
Finally, values of pressure measured just before
excavating are lower than the earth pressure at rest
estimated using 'f Jaky expression and soils
characteristics given in Table 1.

Pressure (kPa)-160 0 160O I I
I \
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Figure 7. Maximal and “long term” total pressure of soil on the
diaphragm wall.

5 CONCLUSION

Total earth pressure exerted on the bentonite trench,
then on the wet concrete and eventually on the
hardened concrete diaphragm wall panel was
monitored during 68 days, until ground was
excavated.

Total earth pressure exerted on the bentonite
trench is in good agreement with hydrostatic
pressure of bentonite, proving a good response of
cells.

Measured pressure of wet concrete is in good
agreement with the model proposed by Lings et al.

(1994), assuming a critical height of wet concrete
equal to 3.50m. -This critical height is nevertheless
smaller than the value proposed by Lings et al;
(1994).

Immediately after the end of concreting, earth
pressure first continues to increase slightly and then
decreases, due to pore pressure _dissipation and
concrete hardening. Finally, before the excavation
takes place between the diaphragm walls, earth
pressure on the diaphragm wall is lower than
estimated earth pressure at rest, assuming probably
conservative characteristics of ground. As 3
consequence, the design of the diaphragm wal]
assuming initial pressure of soil being equal to can]-1
pressure at rest is correct.
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